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Abstract
Software-Defined Internet Exchange Points (SDXes)
promise to significantly increase the flexibility and function of interdomain traffic delivery on the Internet. Unfortunately, current SDX designs cannot yet achieve the scale
required for large Internet exchange points (IXPs), which
can host hundreds of participants exchanging traffic for
hundreds of thousands of prefixes. Existing platforms are
indeed too slow and inefficient to operate at this scale, typically requiring minutes to compile policies and millions
of forwarding rules in the data plane.
We motivate, design, and implement iSDX, the first
SDX architecture that can operate at the scale of the
largest IXPs. We show that iSDX reduces both policy
compilation time and forwarding table size by two orders
of magnitude compared to current state-of-the-art SDX
controllers. Our evaluation against a trace from one of the
largest IXPs in the world found that iSDX can compile
a realistic set of policies for 500 IXP participants in less
than three seconds. Our public release of iSDX, complete
with tutorials and documentation, is already spurring early
adoption in operational networks.

1 Introduction
Software-Defined Networking (SDN) has reshaped the
design of many networks and is poised to enable new capabilities in interdomain traffic delivery. A natural place
for this evolution to occur is at Internet exchange points
(IXPs), which are becoming increasingly prevalent, particularly in developing regions. Because many Autonomous
Systems (ASes) interconnect at IXPs, introducing flexible control at these locations makes it easier for them to
control how traffic is exchanged in a direct, and more finegrained way. In previous work [14], we offered an initial
design of a Software-Defined Internet Exchange Point
(SDX) and showed how introducing SDN functionality at
even a single IXP can catalyze new traffic-management capabilities, ranging from better inbound traffic engineering
to application-specific peering and server load balancing.
Since we introduced SDX [13], many organizations
and networks have built different versions of this concept [4, 14, 22, 23, 35]. Yet, many of these deployments
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remain relatively small-scale or limited in scope because
current switch hardware cannot support large forwarding
tables, and because efficiently combining the policies of
independently operated networks as routes and policies
change presents a significant scaling challenge.
In this paper, we tackle these scalability challenges with
the design and implementation of iSDX, an industrialscale SDX that can support interconnection for the largest
IXPs on the Internet today. We design mechanisms that
allow the number of participants, BGP routes, and SDN
policies to scale, even for the limited table sizes of today’s
switches. We develop algorithms for compiling traffic
control policies at the scale and speed that networks that
such an IXP would require. We have implemented these
algorithms in Ryu [31], a widely used SDN controller. We
have released our implementation to the public with documentation and tutorials; one large government agency
has tested iSDX with hardware switches and is using our
controller as the basis for a deployment.
In the design and implementation of iSDX, we address
two scalability challenges that are fundamental to any
SDX design. The first challenge relates to how the control
plane combines the policies of individual networks into
forwarding entries in the data plane. Compiling traffic
control policies expressed in a higher-level policy language to forwarding table entries can be slow, since this
process involves composing the policies of multiple participants into a single coherent set of forwarding-table
entries. This slow process is exacerbated by the fact that
any change to BGP routing may change forwarding behavior; existing SDX designs trigger recompilation every
time a BGP best route changes, which is not tractable in
practice. The main scalability challenge thus involves efficiently composing the policies of individual participants,
and ensuring that the need to recompile the forwarding table entries is completely decoupled from (frequent) BGP
routing changes.
To scale the control plane, we introduce a new design
that exploits the fact that each participant expresses its
SDN policy independently, which implies that each participant can also compile its SDN policies independently,
as well. This change enables more aggressive compres-
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sion of the forwarding tables than is possible when all
of the policies are compressed together and also allows
for participant policies to be compiled in parallel. As a
result, iSDX compiles the forwarding tables two orders of
magnitude faster than the existing approaches; the tables
are also two orders of magnitude smaller, making them
suitable for practical hardware-switch deployments.
The second challenge relates to the data plane: the
number of forwarding table entries that might go into
the forwarding table at an IXP switch can quickly grow
unacceptably large. Part of the challenge results from
the fact that the policies that each network writes have to
be consistent with the BGP routes that each participant
advertises, to ensure that an SDN policy cannot cause
the switch to forward traffic on a path that was never
advertised in BGP. This process significantly inflates the
number of forwarding table entries in the switch and is a
considerable deployment hurdle. Large industrial-scale
IXPs can have over 700 participants exchanging traffic for
hundreds of thousands of prefixes; combined with the fact
that each of these participants may now introduce policies
for specific traffic flows, the number of forwarding table
entries quickly becomes intractable. Although our initial
design [14] reduced the size of the forwarding tables, we
show that the size of these tables remained prohibitively
large for industrial-scale deployments.
To address the data-plane challenge, we introduce an
efficient encoding mechanism where the IXP fabric forwards the packet based on an opaque tag that resides in
the packet’s destination MAC field. This tag explicitly
encodes both the next-hop for the packet and the set of
ASes that advertise BGP routes for the packet’s destination, thus making it possible to remove this information
from the switch tables entirely. This separation prevents
BGP routing updates from triggering recomputation and
recompilation of the forwarding table entries. Using features in OpenFlow 1.3 that support matching on fields
with arbitrary bitmasks, we significantly reduce the size
of this table by grouping tags with common bitmasks.
In summary, we present the following contributions:

• An extensive evaluation of iSDX’s scalability characteristics using a trace-driven evaluation from one
of the largest IXPs in the world. Our evaluation
both demonstrates that iSDX can scale to the largest
IXPs and provides insight into specifically how (and
to what extent) each of our optimizations and algorithms helps iSDX scale. (Section 7)
We survey related work in Section 8 and conclude in
Section 9 with a discussion of open issues in SDX design
and avenues for future work.

2 SDX: Background & Scaling Challenges
We begin with a background on our previous SDX designs [14, 35] and a demonstration that these designs cannot scale to industrial IXPs.

2.1

Background

Brief overview of SDX. An SDX is an IXP consisting
of a programmable SDN fabric, coupled with a BGP
route server (which allows IXP participants to exchange
reachability information via BGP) and an SDN controller
(which allows participants to override default BGP routing behavior with more fine-grained SDN policies). The
SDX controller provides each participant AS with the abstraction of a dedicated switch that it can program using
match-action policies to control traffic flows. Participants
may express SDN policies on both their inbound and outbound traffic; the SDX controller ensures that no SDN
policy results in traffic being forwarded to a neighboring
AS that did not advertise a BGP route for the prefix that
matches the packet’s destination IP address.
Each participant runs an SDN control application on
the central controller and has its border router exchange
BGP update messages with the IXP’s route server. The
SDN controller combines the SDN policies from all participants, reconciles the resulting policy with the BGP
routing information, and computes and installs the resulting forwarding table entries in the IXP fabric. To avoid
having forwarding entries for all prefixes, our original
SDX design relied on the participants’ border routers to
tag packets entering the IXP fabric with a forwarding
equivalence class of destination prefixes with the same
forwarding action. For backwards compatibility, the tag
was the destination MAC address, set in response to the
border router sending an ARP query for the next-hop IP
address from the BGP route advertisement. The SDX
route server computed a different (virtual) next-hop IP address for each equivalence class of prefixes to trigger the
border router to use a common MAC address for packets
sent to the group of destination IP addresses.
Example operation. Figure 1a shows an example topology with five participants; Figure 1b shows the routes
advertised to A and B and the BGP routes that they select

• The design and implementation of iSDX, the first
SDX controller that scales to large industrial-scale
IXPs. We devised new mechanisms for distributing
control-plane computation, compressing the forwarding tables, and responding to BGP routing changes,
reducing the compilation time and forwarding table
size by several orders of magnitude. (Sections 3–5)
• A public, open-source implementation of iSDX on
Github [16]; the system is based on Ryu, a widely
used SDN controller, and is accompanied with tutorials and instructions that have already helped spur
early adoption. (Section 6)
2
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Control
Plane

18 forwarding rules instead of the four rules necessary to
implement the original policy.
Similarly, if B’s outbound policy is:

AS C

announces
P1,P2,
P3,P4

AS A
router

dPort=443 → fwd(E)

AS D

announces

I XP
Fabric

AS B
router

the SDX controller augments the policy, doubling the
number of necessary rules, as follows:

P1,P2,P3,
P4,P5

dIp ∈ {P4, P5} ∧ dPort=443 → fwd(E)

AS E

To better illustrate the scalability challenge, we capture
the expansion of the switch forwarding tables using an
augmentation matrix (Figure 2, left matrix). In this matrix,
a row labeled as SDNX,Y refers to an SDN policy written
by X that results in traffic being forwarded to Y , while
columns refer to IP prefixes. The value of an element
(i, j) indicates the number of forwarding table entries
(i.e., match-action rules) in participant i’s policy where
prefix j appears. Similarly, BGPX,Y indicates whether X
selects Y as the next hop for some BGP-advertised prefix,
and element (i, j) is 1 if participant A selects the route
advertised by B for the prefix corresponding to column j.
For example, the element in row SDNA,C and column
P1 reflects the fact there are two forwarding table entries that correspond to prefix P1: one for traffic with
dPort=443 and one for traffic with dPort=22. The
same applies for columns P2, P3, and P4. We can determine the total number of forwarding table entries (and
the number contributed by each participant) by summing
up the corresponding elements in the matrix. We will
use this notation to describe compression techniques (and
their effects) throughout the paper.
Previously developed compression techniques. Intuitively, the number of forwarding rules increases as the
number of SDX participants with outbound policies increases (more rows) and as forwarding policies are defined for additional prefixes (more columns). To limit the
number of forwarding rules, the original SDX design [14]
identified the Minimum Disjoint Set (MDS) of prefixes
(columns) with the same SDN policies and grouped each
equivalent set into a Forwarding Equivalence Class (FEC).
In the rest of this paper, we refer to this algorithm as MDS
compression. For instance, in the preceding example, prefixes P1, P2, P3 belong to the same FEC, as indicated by
the boldface entries in the left matrix in Figure 2. MDS
compression reduces the number of forwarding table entries by assigning a virtual next-hop to each FEC, rather
than to each individual prefix. Figure 2 also depicts the
number of forwarding table entries before and after MDS
compression. In particular, MDS compression reduces
the number of columns from the total number of prefixes
(5) to the number of FECs (3).

announces
P4,P5

(a) Example Topology
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5

A
C, D
C, D
C, D
C, D, E
D, E

B
C, D
C, D
C, D
C, D, E
D, E

(b) Reachability and Next Hops (in bold) for AS A and AS B
Figure 1: An example with five IXP participants. Two participants AS A and AS B have outbound policies. The other three
advertise five IP prefixes to both these participants.

for each prefix (in bold). Both A and B express outbound
policies. To ensure that SDN policies cause the IXP to forward traffic in a way that is consistent with the advertised
BGP routes, the SDX controller augments each outbound
policy with the reachability information. Intuitively, augmentation restricts forwarding policies so that traffic is
forwarded only on paths that correspond to BGP routes
that the participant has learned.
For example, suppose that A has the following outbound policies:
dPort=443 → fwd(C)
dPort=22 → fwd(C)

dPort=80 ∧ sIp=10/24 → fwd(D)
dPort=80 ∧ sIp=40/24 → fwd(D)

These policies forward traffic based on values of packet
header fields, overriding BGP behavior. For instance, the
first policy specifies HTTPS traffic (dPort=443) should
be forwarded to C. Without augmentation, A would also
forward the HTTPS traffic destined for prefix P5 to C,
even though C never advertised a path for P5 to A. In our
example, A’s policies are then augmented as follows:
dIp ∈ {P1, P2, P3, P4} ∧ dPort=443 → fwd(C)

dIp ∈ {P1, P2, P3, P4} ∧ dPort=22 → fwd(C)

dIp ∈ {P1, P2, P3, P4, P5} ∧ dPort=80 ∧ sIp=10/24 → fwd(D)

dIp ∈ {P1, P2, P3, P4, P5} ∧ dPort=80 ∧ sIp=40/24 → fwd(D)

Augmentation enforces that the destination IP (dIp)
matches one of the prefixes that either C or D announces
to A, therefore ensuring congruence with BGP routing.
Observe that a straightforward realization of this policy
requires one distinct match-action rule for each of the five
prefixes. Hence, the augmented policies would result in
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2.2

Existing SDX Designs Do Not Scale

In this section, we show that existing SDX designs do
not scale to the demands of industrial-scale IXPs. We
explore two different state-of-the-art SDX designs: (1) an
3
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Forwarding Equivalence
P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

{P1, P2, P3}

P4

P5

SDNA,C

2

2

2

2

0

SDNA,C

2

2

0

Forwarding Actions of A

SDNA,D

2

2

2

2

2

SDNA,D

2

2

2

Forwarding Actions of B

SDNB,E

0

0

0

1

1

SDNB,E

0

1

1

BGPA,D

1

1

1

1

0

BGPA,D

1

1

0

BGPA,E

0

0

0

0

1

BGPA,E

0

0

1

BGPB,C

1

1

1

0

0

BGPB,C

1

0

0

BGPB,E

0

0

0

1

1

BGPB,E

0

1

1

Policies
PolA
PolB

4
1

23
7
Augmentation

13
5
Policy Compression

Total Outbound Rules of A
Total Outbound Rules of B
Composition

Compilation

BGP
Control Plane Updates

Data Plane Updates

Figure 2: Matrix representation of AS A and AS B’s outbound policies after augmentation and policy compression, as well as the
stages of compression and composition in the original SDX design; the composition stage is grey to indicate that the iSDX eliminates
this stage entirely.
Unoptimized
MDS SDX-Central

iSDX
Optimal

MDS SDX-Central
Unoptimized

32000

108
107

Flow-Mods

Forwarding Table Entries

109

106
105

24000
16000
8000

104
103

iSDX

0
100

200

300

400

500

100

200

Participants

300

400

500

Participants

(a) Number of Forwarding Table Entries.

(b) Data-Plane Update Rate.

Figure 3: Existing SDX designs can require to maintain millions of forwarding entries (left) and update 10,000s of updates per
second (right). Such numbers are far from current hardware capabilities. As an illustration, the dashed line highlights the hardware
capabilities of state-of-the-art SDN switches [26].

unoptimized SDX that does not compress policies, such as
that used by Google’s Cardigan SDX [38]; (2) a simple,
centralized SDX controller that applies MDS compression, as in our previous work [14]. We also preview the
results from this paper, showing that our new architecture,
iSDX, reduces the compilation time, number of forwarding table entries, and data-plane update rate by more than
two orders of magnitude, thus making operation in an
industrial-scale IXP practical. In each case, we evaluate the time to compute the forwarding table entries, the
number of forwarding table entries, and the rate at which
changes in BGP routing information induce changes in
the forwarding table entries. We use a real BGP trace
from one the largest IXPs in the world for this evaluation.
Section 7 provides details about our experiment setup.

Time (s)

Unoptimized
4572.15

Centralized MDS-SDX [14]
1740.93

iSDX
2.82

Table 1: Median time (for 60 trials) to compute forwarding
table entries for an IXP with 500 participants. The iSDX column
shows the results for this paper.

Existing SDX designs can take minutes to compute
forwarding table entries. Table 1 shows the median
time over 60 trials to compute forwarding table entries
for an IXP with 500 participants for two state-of-the-art
SDX designs, as well as for iSDX, the design that we
present in this paper. iSDX reduces the average time to
4
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compute forwarding table entries from 30 minutes to less
than three seconds.
Existing SDX designs can require millions of forwarding table entries. Figure 3a shows how the number of
forwarding table entries increases as the number of participants increases from 100 to 500. MDS compression
reduces the number of entries by an order of magnitude,
but the forwarding table is still too large for even the most
high-end hardware switches, which have about 100,000
TCAM entries [26]. The iSDX design ensures that the
number of forwarding table entries is approximately the
number of SDN policies that each participant expresses
(shown as “optimal” in Figure 3a), thus allowing the number of forwarding table entries to be in the tens of thousands, rather than tens of millions.
Existing SDX designs require hundreds of thousands
updates per second to the data plane. Figure 3b shows
the worst-case data-plane update rate that an SDX controller must sustain to remain consistent with existing
BGP updates. The update rates of existing designs are several orders of magnitude above what even top-of-the-line
hardware switches can support [26] (i.e., about 2,500 updates per second). In constrast, iSDX usually eliminates
forwarding table updates in response to BGP updates.

Forwarding Actions of A
P1 P2 P3 P4 P5

Policy A

2

2

2

0

SDNA,C

2

0

SDNA,D

2

2

2

2

2

SDNA,D

2

2

BGPA,D

1

1

1

1

0

BGPA,D

1

0

BGPA,E

0

0

0

0

1

BGPA,E

0

1

23
7
Augmentation

8
3

Total Outbound Rules of A
Total Outbound Rules of B

Policy Compression

Compilation

Control Plane Updates

Data Plane Updates

BGP

Figure 4: Partitioning the Control-Plane Computation.

number of IXP participants and routes grows. Section 4
details this approach.

3.2

Decouple BGP and SDN Forwarding

Problem: Frequent BGP updates trigger recompilation. Coupling BGP and SDN policies during compilation
inflates the number of resulting forwarding table entries
and also implies that any change to BGP routing triggers
recompilation of the forwarding table entries, which is
costly. Our previous design partially addressed this problem, but this design still requires millions of flow rules in
the data plane as shown in Figure 3a. Additionally, our
previous approach to reduce the number of forwarding
table entries increases the forwarding table update rates,
since any change in BGP routing may affect how entries
are compressed.

We introduce the design of an industrial-scale SDX
(iSDX), which relies on two principles to reduce compilation time, the number of forwarding table entries, and
forwarding table update rates.

Solution: Encode BGP reachability information in a
separate tag. We address this problem by encoding all
information about BGP best routes (and corresponding
next hops) into the destination MAC addresses, which
reduces the number of forwarding table entries, as well as
the number of changes to the forwarding table when BGP
routes change. Section 5 discusses our approach in detail.

Partition Control-Plane Computation

Problem: Considering all policies together reduces
opportunities for compression. Centralized SDX controllers perform control-plane computations for all IXP
participants. Doing so not only forces the controller to
process a large single combined policy, it also creates
dependencies between the policies of individual IXP participants. For example, a change to any participant’s
inbound policy triggers the recompilation of the policies
of all participants who forward traffic to that participant.
This process requires significant computation and also
involves many (and frequent) updates to the forwarding
table entries at the IXP switch.
Solution: Partition computation across participants.
We solve this problem by partitioning the control-plane
computation across participants. Doing so ensures that
participant policies stay independent from each other. In
addition, partitioning the computation enables more efficient policy compression by operating on smaller state,
reducing both computation time and data plane state. Partitioning the control-plane computation among participants also enables policy compilation to scale out as the
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2

4
1

3 Design of an Industrial-Scale SDX

3.1

{P1, P2, P3, P4} P5

SDNA,C

4 Partitioning Control-Plane Computation
To achieve greater compression of the rule matrix, we
need to reduce the constraints that determine which prefixes belong to the same FEC. Rather than computing
one set of equivalence classes for the entire SDX, iSDX
computes separate FECs for each participant. We first
discuss how partitioning by participant reduces the size of
the rule matrices and, as a side benefit, allows for faster
computation. We then describe how we use multiple
match-action tables and ARP relays to further improve
scalability, setting the stage for further optimizations in
Section 5.

4.1

Partitioning the FEC Computation

Figure 4 shows similar compression and compilation steps
as the ones done in Figure 2, with the important distinction
that it takes place on behalf of participant A only; similar
operations take place on behalf of other participants. Fig5
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C
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e
a
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dstmac
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dstmac
C1
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…
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write dstmac,
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eC1_MAC
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…

C
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…

Packet
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…
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Input Table
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inport

e
a

…

A’s Router

…

SRC_A VMAC-1

Forwarding Rules

modify
dstmac

…

match
srcmac, VMAC

…

Steering Rules

C2’s Router

Figure 5: Distributing forwarding rules and tags.

ure 4 highlights two important benefits of partitioning the
computation of FEC across participants:

plementing outbound policies for the participant where
the traffic originates, followed by an inbound table that
applies inbound policies for the participant that receives
the traffic as it leaves the IXP fabric. Using only two
tables, however, would mean that some of these tables
would need to be much larger; for example, the outbound
table would need to represent the cross product of all input ports and outbound policies. Additionally, using only
two tables makes it more difficult to scale-out the iSDX
as the number of participants grows.
As such, our design incorporates an input table, which
handles all the incoming traffic and tags it with a new
source MAC address based on the packet’s incoming port,
so that packets can be multiplexed to the outbound table.
As the packet leaves the iSDX, it passes through an output
table, which looks up the packet’s tag in the destination
MAC field and both performs the appropriate action and
rewrites the packet’s destination MAC address. Separate
input and output tables provide a cleaner separation of
function between the modules that write to each table,
avoid cross-product explosion of policies, and facilitates
scale-out by allowing the inbound and outbound tables to
reside on multiple physical switches in the IXP infrastructure. (Such scale-out techniques are beyond of the scope
of this paper.)
Figure 5 shows how the IXP fabric forwards a packet,
while distributing the compilation and compression of
policies across separate tables. Based on the destination
IP address of the packet, suppose that AS A’s controller
selects a route to the packet’s destination via AS D; this
route will correspond to a next-hop IP address. AS A’s
controller will make a BGP announcement advertising
this path. AS A’s router will issue an ARP query for the
advertised next-hop IP address, and then AS A’s controller
will respond via the ARP relay setting a virtual MAC address (in Figure 5, “VMAC-1”) as the packet’s destination
MAC address.
When the packet enters the IXP fabric, the input table
matches on the packet’s incoming port and rewrites the

• Computing separately for each participant reduces
the number of next-hops, leading to a smaller number
of larger forwarding equivalence classes. In Figure 4,
the number of columns reduces from five to two.
• The computational complexity of computing FECs
is proportional to the number of rows times the number of columns in the rule matrix. Now, each rule
matrix is smaller, and the computation for different
participants can be performed in parallel.
In practice, the SDX controller could compute the FECs
for each participant, or each participant could run its own
controller for computing its own FECs. In the rest of the
paper, we assume each participant runs its own controller
for computing its FECs.

4.2

Distributing Forwarding Rules & Tags

In addition to computing the FECs for each participant,
the iSDX must realize these policies in the data plane.
Decomposing the IXP fabric into four tables: To forward traffic correctly, an SDX must combine the inbound
and outbound policies for all of the participants. Representing the combination of policies in a single forwarding
table, as in an OpenFlow 1.0 switch, would be extremely
expensive. Some existing SDN controllers perform this
type of composition [25, 33]—essentially computing a
cross product of the constituent policies—and, in fact, our
original SDX followed this approach [14]. Computing
the cross product leads to an explosion in the number of
rules, and significant recomputation whenever one of the
participant policies changes.
Fortunately, modern switches have multiple stages of
match-action tables, and modern IXPs consist of multiple
switches. The iSDX design capitalizes on this trend. The
main challenge is to determine how to most effectively
map policies to the underlying tables.
A strawman solution would be to use a two-table
pipeline, where packets first enter an outbound table im6
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5.1

source MAC address to indicate that the packet arrived
from AS A (“SRC A”). If A has an outbound policy, the
packet will match on (“SRC A”), and the outbound table will apply an outbound policy. If A has no outbound
policy for this packet, the input table forwards the packet
directly to the inbound table without changing the destination MAC. This bypass is not strictly necessary but
avoids an additional lookup for packets that do not have a
corresponding outbound policy. A’s outbound policy thus
overwrites default BGP forwarding decision and modifies
the destination MAC address to “C”. The inbound table
rewrites the tag to correspond to the final disposition of
the packet (“C1” or “C2”), which is implemented in the
output table. The output table also rewrites the tag to the
receiver’s physical MAC address before forwarding.

To reduce the number of rules and updates, we develop a
new encoding scheme that is analogous to source routing:
The IXP fabric matches on a tag that is provisioned by a
participant’s SDX controller. To implement this approach,
we optimize the tag that the fabric uses to forward traffic
(as described in Section 4) to carry information about both
the next-hop AS for the packet (as determined by the best
BGP route) and the ASes who have advertised routes to
the packet’s destination prefix. If no SDN policy matches
a packet, iSDX can simply match on the next-hop AS
bits of the tag to make a default forwarding decision. As
before, the sender discovers this tag via ARP.
To implement default forwarding, the IXP fabric maintains static entries for each next-hop AS which forward
to participants based upon the next-hop AS bits of the tag.
When the best BGP routes change, the entries need not
change, rather the next-hop AS bits of the tags change.
To account for changes in available routes, SDN policies that reroute to some participant X confirm whether
X has advertised a route before forwarding. The method
of checking for X in the tags is static, meaning that in
contrast to our previous design [14], BGP updates induce
zero updates in the IXP switch data plane. Instead, BGP
updates result in tag changes, and the participant’s border
router learns these dynamic tags via ARP.

Reducing ARP traffic overhead. Partitioning the FEC
computation reduces the number of FECs per participant,
but may increase the total number of FECs across all
participants (i.e., the number of columns across all rule
matrices). To reduce the size of the forwarding tables,
each data packet carries a tag (i.e., a virtual MAC address)
that identifies its FEC. The participant’s border router
learns the virtual MAC address through an ARP query
on the BGP next-hop IP address of the associated routes.
The use of broadcast for ARP traffic, combined with the
larger number of next-hop IP addresses, could overwhelm
the border routers and the IXP fabric. In fact, today’s
IXPs are already vulnerable to high ARP overheads [5].
Fortunately, we can easily reduce the overhead of ARP
queries and responses, because each participant needs to
learn about only the virtual MAC addresses for its own
FECs. As such, the SDX can turn ARP traffic into unicast
traffic by installing the appropriate rules for handling
ARP traffic in switches. In particular, each participant’s
controller broadcasts a gratuitous ARP response for every
virtual next-hop IP address it uses; rules in the IXP’s
fabric recognize the gratuitous ARP broadcasts and ensure
that they are forwarded only to the relevant participant’s
routers. Participants’ routers can still issue ARP queries
to map IP addresses to virtual MAC addresses, but the
fabric intercepts these queries and redirects them to an
ARP relay to avoid overwhelming other routers.

5.2

Encoding Next-Hop and Reachability

We now describe how iSDX embeds both the next-hop
AS (i.e., from the best BGP route) and the reachability
information (i.e., the set of ASes that advertise routes to
some prefix) into this tag.
5.2.1

Next-hop encoding

The next-hop information denotes the default next-hop
AS for a packet, as determined by BGP. In the example
from Section 2.1, A’s next-hop AS for traffic to P1 as determined by the best BGP route is D. iSDX allocates bits
from the tag (i.e., the virtual MAC, which is written into
the destination MAC of the packet’s header) to denote this
next-hop. If no SDN policy overrides this default, iSDX
applies a default priority prefix-based match on these
bits to direct traffic to the corresponding next-hop.1 This
approach reduces the forwarding table entries in a participant’s outbound table, since additional entries for default
BGP forwarding no longer need to be represented as distinct entries in the forwarding table. Encoding the next
hop information in this way requires lg(N) bits, where N
is the number of IXP participants. At a large IXP with
up to 1024 participants, ten bits can encode information
about default next-hop ASes, leaving 37 bits.2

5 Decoupling SDN Policies from Routing
To ensure correctness, any SDX platform must combine
SDN policies with dynamic BGP state: which participants
have routes to each prefix (i.e., valid next-hop ASes for
a packet with a given destination prefix), as well as the
next-hop AS to use for each prefix (i.e., the outcome of
BGP decision process). The large number of prefixes and
participants creates scalability challenges with respect
to forwarding table sizes and update rates, before SDN
policies even enter the equation.
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Idea: Statically Encode Routing

1 The OpenFlow 1.3 standard supports this feature [27], which is
already implemented in many hardware switches (e.g., [26, 28]).
2 One of the 48 bits in the MAC header is reserved for multicast.
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Figure 6: How AS A’s controller uses reachability encoding to reduce the number of flow rules.

5.2.2 Reachability encoding

BGP Updates

We now explain how to encode reachability information
into the remaining 37 bits of the destination MAC address.
We first present a strawman approach that illustrates the
intuition before describing the scalable encoding.

ARP Requests

Central Services

Participant Controller

BGP Relay

BGP Handler

ARP Relay

RIBs
Update Handler

Strawman encoding. Suppose that for a given tag, the
i-th bit is 1 if that participant learns a BGP route to the
corresponding prefix (or prefixes) via next-hop AS i. Such
an encoding would allow the IXP fabric to efficiently
determine whether some participant could forward traffic
to some next-hop AS i, for any i at the IXP. Considering
the example in Section 2.1, A’s outbound policies are:

IXP Controller

Policy Compression Library

Fabric Manager

ARP Handler

IXP Fabric

Forwarding Table Entries

Figure 7: Implementation of iSDX. It has five main modules:
(1) IXP controller, (2) participant SDN controller, (3) ARP relay,
(4) BGP relay, and (5) fabric manager.

dMac = XX1X...X ∧ dPort=443 → fwd(C)
dMac = XX1X...X ∧ dPort=22 → fwd(C)

encoded in the 37-bit space, B. We aim to create W
bitmasks {B1 , B2 , . . . , BW } that minimize the total number
of forwarding table entries, subject to the limitations of
the total length of the bitmask.

dMac = XXX1X..X ∧ dPort=80 ∧ sIp=10/24 → fwd(D)
dMac = XXX1X..X ∧ dPort=80 ∧ sIp=40/24 → fwd(D)

where X stands for a wildcard match (0 or 1). This encoding ensures correct interoperation with BGP, yet we
use just four forwarding table entries, which is fewer than
the 18 required using augmentation (from the original
example in Section 2).
Figure 6 explains how this approach reduces the number of forwarding table entries in the switch fabric. When
a packet arrives, its virtual MAC encodes both (1) which
ASes have advertised a BGP route for the packet’s destination (“reachability”) and (2) the next-hop participant
corresponding to the best BGP route (“next hop”). Suppose that a packet is destined for P1 from A; in this case,
A’s border router will affix the virtual MAC as shown.
If that virtual MAC does not match any forwarding table entries in the outbound table, the packet will simply
be forwarded to the appropriate default next hop (in this
case, D) based on the next-hop encoding. This process
makes it possible for the switch to forward default BGP
traffic without installing any rules in the outbound table,
significantly reducing the size of this table.

Given M prefixes and N IXP participants, we begin
with M bitmasks, where each bitmask encodes some set
of participants that advertise routes to some prefix pi .
We greedily merge pairs of sets that have at least one
common participant, and we always merge two sets if one
is a subset of the other. Iterating over all feasible merges
has worst-case complexity O(M 2 ); and there may be as
many as M − 1 merge actions in the worst case. Each
merge has complexity O(N), which gives us an overall
worst-case running time complexity of O(M 3 N).
Given 37 spare bits in the destination MAC for reachability encoding, if a participant has defined SDN policies
for more that 37 participants who advertise the same prefix, then the number of bits required to encode the reachability information will exceed 37. Our analysis using a
dataset from one of the largest IXPs in the world found
that the maximum number of participants advertising the
same prefix was only 27, implying that largest bitmask
that this encoding scheme would require is 27 bits. There
were 62 total bitmasks, meaning 6 bits are required to
encode the ID of a bitmask, requiring a total of 33 bits
for the encoding. Using a different (or custom) field in
a packet header might also be possible if these numbers
grow in the future.

Hierarchical encoding. The approach consumes one bit
per IXP participant, allowing at most for only 37 IXP
participants. To encode more participant ASes in these
37 bits, we divide this bitspace hierarchically. Suppose
that an IXP participant has SDN policies that refer to
N other IXP participants (i.e., possible next-hop ASes).
Then, all of these N participants need to be efficiently
8
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6 Implementation

iSDX-D
iSDX-N
iSDX-R

We now describe an implementation of iSDX, as shown
in Figure 7. Our Python-based implementation has about
5,000 lines of code. Source code and tutorials are publicly
available on Github [16]. We have also provided instructions for deploying iSDX on hardware switches [17]; one
large government agency has successfully done so with
the Quanta LY2 switch [28]. About 300 students used an
earlier version of iSDX in the Coursera SDN course [8].
The fabric manager is based on Ryu [31]. It listens
for forwarding table modification instructions from the
participant controllers and the IXP controller and installs
the changes in the switch fabric. The fabric manager abstracts the details of the underlying switch hardware and
OpenFlow messages from the participant and the IXP controllers and also ensures isolation between participants.
The IXP controller installs forwarding table entries
in the input and output tables in the switch fabric via
the fabric manager. Because all of these rules are static,
they are computed only at initialization. Moreover, the
IXP controller handles ARP queries and replies in the
fabric and ensures that these messages are forwarded to
the respective participants’ controllers via ARP relay.
The BGP relay is based on ExaBGP [11] and is similar
to a BGP route server in terms of establishing peering sessions with the border routers. Unlike a route server, it does
not perform any route selection. Instead, it multiplexes
all BGP routes to the participant controllers.
Each participant SDN controller computes a compressed set of forwarding table entries, which are installed
into the inbound and outbound tables via the fabric manager, and continuously updates the entries in response
to the changes in SDN policies and BGP updates. The
participant controller receives BGP updates from the BGP
relay. It processes the incoming BGP updates by selecting the best route and updating the RIBs. We developed
APIs to use either of MongoDB [24], Cassandra [2] and
SQLite [34] for storing participants’ RIBs. We used the
MongoDB (in-memory) for the evaluation in Section 7.
The participant controller also generates BGP announcements destined to the border routers of this participant,
which are sent to the routers via the BGP relay.
Each participant controller’s update handler determines whether the inbound and outbound tables need to
be updated, as well as whether new gratuitous ARP messages must be sent to the participant’s border routers to
update any virtual destination MAC addresses. The controller receives ARP requests from the participant’s border
routers via the ARP handler and determines the corresponding ARP reply. The controller also receives SDN
policy updates from the network operators in the form of
addition and removal lists. Both the update handler and
the ARP handler use a policy compression library that we
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MDS




NH Encoding




Reachability Encoding




Table 2: Three distributed SDX Controllers.

implemented, which provides the mapping between IP
prefixes and virtual next-hop IPs (corresponding to best
BGP routes), and between virtual next-hop IPs and virtual
destination MAC addresses (i.e., an ARP table).

7 Evaluation
We now demonstrate that iSDX can scale to the forwarding table size, data plane update rate, and control plane
computation requirements of an industrial-scale IXP. Table 2 summarizes the three different iSDX designs that
we compare to previous approaches: iSDX-D applies
the same MDS compression technique as in our previous
work [14], but with tables distributed across participants;
iSDX-N additionally encodes the next-hop AS in the tag;
and iSDX-R encodes both the next-hop AS and BGP
reachability information in the tag.
Table 3 summarizes our results: iSDX reduces the number of forwarding table entries for an industrial-scale
IXP by three orders of magnitude as compared to an unoptimized, centralized SDX design; and by more than
two orders of magnitude over the state-of-the-art SDX
design [14]. This section explains these results in detail.

7.1

Experiment Setup

We use data sets from one of the largest IXPs worldwide,
which interconnects more than 600 participants, who peer
with one another via a BGP route server [29]. We had access to the RIB table dump collected from the IXP’s route
server on August 8, 2015 for 511 IXP participants. These
datasets contain a total of 96.6 million peering (i.e., nontransit) routes for over 300,000 distinct prefixes. We also
use a trace of 25,676 BGP update messages from these
participants to the route server for the two hours following
the collection of this RIB table dump (the participants’
RIBs are naturally not perfectly aligned, since dumping
a BGP table of about 36 GB from the router takes about
fifteen minutes). Our data set does not contain any user
data or any personal information that identifies individual
users. We run our experiments on a server installed at this
IXP configured with 16 physical cores at 3.4 GHz and
128 GB of RAM.
This IXP does not use a programmable IXP fabric, so
we assume how participants might specify SDN policies,
as described in Section 2.1. Specifically, each participant
has between one to four outbound policies for each of
10% of the total participants. The number of policies
and set of participants are chosen uniformly at random.
Our sensitivity analysis on this percentage shows that our
9
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Number of Forwarding Table Entries
Policy Compression Time (s)

Unoptimized
68,476,528
N/A

Centralized MDS-SDX [14]
21,439,540
297.493

iSDX-D
763,000
0.0629

iSDX
iSDX-N
155,000
0.111

iSDX-R
65,250
2.810

Table 3: Summary of evaluation results for iSDX with 500 IXP participants. Note that compression times for iSDX are per-participant,
since each participant can compile policies in parallel; even normalizing by this parallelization still yields significant gains.
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Figure 8: Number of forwarding table entries.

Figure 9: Number of virtual next-hop IP addresses for centralized and distributed control planes. Results for distributed iSDX
do not depend on encoding or compression approach.

results are influenced in magnitude but the underlying
trends remain. Note that this setup is more taxing than
the one in our previous work [14] where only 20% of
the total participants had any SDN policies at all. We
also evaluate iSDX’s performance for smaller IXPs by
selecting random subsets of IXP participants (ranging
from 100 to 500 ASes) and considering only the RIB
information and BGP updates for those participants. We
also repeated experiments using public RIB dumps and
BGP updates collected by RIPE’s RIS servers from 12
other IXPs [30]. As the observed workload was much
smaller in this case, we omit these results for brevity.

7.2

Distributed

MDS SDX-Central
iSDX-D

106

iSDX-N
iSDX-R

Time (ms)

105
104
103
102
101
100

100

200

300

400

500

Participants

Steady-State Performance

Figure 10: Time to perform policy compression.

We first evaluate the steady-state performance of iSDX.
To do so, we use the RIB dumps to initialize the SDX
controller (multiple of them for the distributed case) and
evaluate the overall performance in terms of the efficiency
of data-plane compression, and the time to compile policies and compress them into smaller forwarding tables.

MDS compression. The results are shown in Figure 9.
Given 500 participants, partitioning the control plane reduces the number of next hop entries for the border router
from 25,000 to 360. This reduction mitigates the load
on the border routers, since the number of virtual next
hop IP addresses reflects the number of ARP entries each
participant’s border router must maintain.

Efficiency of compression. Figure 8 shows the number
of forwarding table entries for the three distributed controllers: iSDX-D, iSDX-N, and iSDX-R. The number
of forwarding table entries increases with the increasing number of IXP participants. Each of our techniques
progressively improves scalability. We observe that the
number of forwarding table entries for iSDX-R is very
close to the lower bound (i.e., best case), where the number of forwarding table entries is equal to the number of
SDN policies.
We also explore the effects of distributing the control
plane computation on the ability of iSDX to perform

Time to perform policy compression. Figure 10 shows
the compression time for each controller; this time dominates control-plane computation but only occurs at initialization. The Centralized MDS-SDX operates on a large
input rule matrix, and thus requires nearly five minutes to
compress policies. iSDX-D distributes the computation
across participants, reducing compression time by three
orders of magnitude. iSDX-R takes longer than iSDXD and iSDX-N controllers. For 500 participants, policy
compression takes about three seconds.
10
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Figure 11: Rate at which forwarding table entries are updated.
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After iSDX initializes, we replay a two-hour trace of
BGP updates from one of the largest IXPs in the world
to evaluate the runtime performance of iSDX compared
to other SDX designs. We focus on how iSDX reduces
the number of forwarding table updates induced by BGP
updates and policy changes, as well as the corresponding
increase in gratuitous ARP traffic, which is the cost we
pay for increased forwarding table stability.
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(b) Compute time for increasing sustained rates of BGP updates.
Figure 12: Latency of iSDX-R updates in response to BGP
update streams.

Forwarding table updates in response to routing. Figure 11 shows the cumulative distribution of the number
of updated forwarding table entries per second the SDX
must process for a BGP update stream coming from all
511 participants at the IXP. MDS compression, which is
used in iSDX-D and iSDX-N, significantly increases the
rate of updates to the forwarding table in comparison to
an unoptimized SDX; this result makes sense because any
change to forwarding is more likely to trigger a change to
one of the encoded forwarding table entries. With iSDX-R,
there are never updates to the forwarding table entries in
response to BGP updates.

at the IXP, the median update time is only 52 ms, well
within practical requirements.
To understand how iSDX-R behaves when it receives
larger update bursts, we evaluate the update latency for
increasing sizes of BGP update bursts. We vary the number of BGP updates per second from 20 to 100 and send
a constant stream of updates at this rate for five minutes,
tracking the latency that the iSDX requires to process
the updates. (Although a table reset would presumably
cause a very large update burst, the fastest sustained BGP
update rate we observed in the trace was only about 35
BGP updates per second.) Figure 12b shows this result.
For example, for a rate of 100 BGP updates per second,
the median update latency is about 8 ms and the 95th
percentile is percentile is about 45 ms.

Update latency in response to BGP updates. We aim to
understand how quickly iSDX-R can update forwarding
information when BGP updates arrive. For iSDX-R, this
update time effectively amounts to computing updated
virtual next-hop IP and MAC addresses, since iSDX-R
never needs to update the IXP fabric forwarding table
entries in response to BGP updates. We evaluate update
latency with two experiments. First, we vary the fraction of IXP participants to which each IXP participant
forwards with SDN policies. For example, if the fraction is 1, each participant has between one and four SDN
forwarding policies (at random) for every other SDN participant. Figure 12a shows this result; in all cases, the
median update latency in response to a BGP update is
less than 10 ms, and the 95th percentile in the worst case
is less than 20 ms. Even when we perform simultaneous
compilation of all 511 participants on just three servers
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Gratuitous ARP overhead. Recall that SDX relies on
gratuitous ARP to update virtual destination MAC addresses when forwarding behavior changes, often in lieu
of updating the forwarding table itself. A centralized
SDX control plane sends this ARP response to all IXP
participants, but a distributed SDX can send this response
only to the border router whose route changed. Figure 13
shows the distribution of the rate at which a participant’s
border router receives gratuitous ARP messages from the
IXP controller in response to BGP routing changes, for
both the centralized design (i.e., centralized MDS) and the
11
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Distributed

Fraction of Time

1.0

most intended to achieve more efficient compression of
forwarding table entries; other benefits, such as parallel
computation and fault tolerance, are incidental benefits.
Techniques for data-plane scalability. Other work
seeks to address the problem of small forwarding tables
in hardware. Data-plane scaling involves (1) rule partitioning [40], where data plane rules are partitioned across
multiple switches and incoming traffic is steered to load
balance across these switches; and (2) caching [18, 32],
which stores forwarding table entries for only a small
number of flows in the data plane. These techniques are
orthogonal to the compression that iSDX uses. Labeling
packets for FIB compression has been applied in various
contexts, such as MPLS [9], Fabric [7], LISP [12], and
Shadow Macs [1]. These techniques all reduce the number of forwarding table entries in certain routers, often
by pushing complex policies to the edge of the network.
These techniques generally apply in the wide area, and
cannot be directly applied to an IXP topology, although
some of the techniques are analogous.

Centralized
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Figure 13: Rate at which a participant’s border router receives
gratuitous ARPs.

distributed one (i.e., iSDX); these rates are independent
of which encoding the iSDX uses.

8 Related Work
Ongoing SDX Projects. Software-defined IXPs have
been gaining momentum in the past few years [3, 22, 39],
and limited real-world deployments are beginning to
emerge. Yet, these existing deployments have focused on
either smaller IXPs or on forwarding traffic for a partial
routing table. Our original SDX [14] work introduced
mechanisms for applying SDN policies to control interdomain traffic flow at an IXP and introduced some simple
mechanisms for forwarding table compression; yet its
capability for compressing and updating forwarding tables cannot meet either the scale or speed demands of
the largest industrial IXP. Google’s Cardigan SDX controller has been deployed in a live Internet exchange in
New Zealand [4, 35]. Cardigan does not use any of the
compression techniques that we use in either SDX or
iSDX. As a result, we expect that the size of Cardigan’s
forwarding tables would be similar to the “unoptimized”
results that we present in Section 2—orders of magnitude too large for use with hardware switches in large
IXPs. Control Exchange Points [21] propose to interconnect multiple SDN IXPs to provide QoS services to the
participants and is less concerned with the design of an
individual SDN-based IXP.

9 Conclusion
Software-Defined Internet Exchange Points (SDXes) are
poised to reshape interdomain traffic delivery on the Internet, yet realizing this vision ultimately requires the
design and implementation of an SDX that can scale to
(and beyond) the largest industrial IXPs on the Internet
today. To address this challenge, we developed iSDX,
the first SDX controller that scales to large industrial
IXPs. We demonstrated how the principles of modularity and decoupling are necessary to scale the control and
the data planes. The specific approaches we suggest—
partitioning and compression—are applicable in various
settings where where composition of forwarding policies
is required (e.g., SDN WAN). We have released a public, open-source implementation of iSDX on Github [16],
along with tutorials and instructions that have helped catalyze early adoption. Our evaluation shows that iSDX reduces both forwarding table size and the time to compute
these entries by several orders of magnitude—enough
to make iSDX practical for real operation. Using BGP
routing updates from a route server at one of the world’s
largest IXPs, we showed that iSDX can support industrialscale operation.
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Distributed SDN controllers.
HyperFlow [37],
Onix [20], and Devolved Controllers [36] implement distributed SDN controllers that maintain eventually consistent network state partitioning computation across multiple controllers such that each operates on less state. Kandoo [15] distributes the control plane for scalability, processing frequent events in highly replicated local control
applications and rare events in a central location. Several
distributed controllers focus on fault-tolerance [6, 10, 19].
In contrast to these systems, each participant controller
in iSDX operates independently and requires no state
synchronization. iSDX’s partitioning is first and fore12
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